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Assistance to trade structuring

Your challenges as a Financial Markets Professional

Understand the key drivers
of the possible investment
solutions in order to design
the most cost-effective
product within the observed
market environment

Interact efficiently with
your counterparties,
understanding perfectly
the challenges and
features of the product

Determine the most
suitable products for your
clients, in accordance
with their risk profile and
appetite and taking profit
of market opportunities

Evaluate the fairness of
counterparties’ quotations
for each investment
solution considered for
your clients

Our Trade Structuring Assistance solutions

We accompany you in reviewing the main characteristics and risk drivers of various
investment opportunities

Acccording to your professional view on the market, we help you designing the investment
product in full details (coupons, barriers, call conditions, issuer and investor options, etc.) to
take the best prof-it from market evolutions and suit the risk profile of your target clients

We provide you various analytics and metrics during the pre-issue period, in order for you to
interact efficiently and confidently with your counterparties

We help you challenging the quotations from your counterparties through our crossvaluation services so that you can choose the most efficient investment solution and trade at
best market conditions
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